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BONITO 
If you enjoy exploring the ecology and having contact with the nature, Bonito is 
the best place for you to visit! It is located in Mato Grosso do Sul and it is 
packed with breathtaking natural settings. The majority of tours are based on 
exploring the natural environment of the area and must be booked through an 
official tourist agency in the town. Some of the most popular tours include: 
Abismo Anhumas (Anhumas Abism):  ideal for rappelling, snorkeling or 
diving, this place has crystal clear lake and some of the largest underwater 
stalagmites in the world! 
Aquário Natural (Natural Aquarium): if you enjoy walking through the jungle 
and floating with fish while you appreciate the underwater vegetation, this is 
your place! You can see the varieties of animals of the region and also pay a 
visit to the museum of natural history. 
Gruta do Lago Azul (Blue Lake Cave): this cave was discovered by a local 
Indian in 1924. After a 10-minute walk to its entrance, you can see the lake of 
crystal clear water - one of the world’s biggest flooded caves.  
Further information: you can go to Bonito by bus or by plane to Campo 
Grande and take a bus to Bonito. Usually, the journey to this amazing city takes 
4 hours.  
 
Adapted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonito,_Mato_Grosso_do_Sul    

 
FLORIANÓPOLIS 
If you enjoy beautiful beaches, surfing, parties, and historical sites, you will love 
to visit Florianópolis! It is the capital city of Santa Catarina and has many 
beaches, lagoons and waterfalls. Tourists enjoy the natural scenario for taking 
pictures, taking a walk, going surfing and swimming or simply relaxing  by the 
beach. Some of the most popular tours include: 
Lagoa da Conceição (Conceição Lagoon): It is the largest lagoon on the island 
and one of the most visited places by foreign travelers and backpackers. There 
are restaurants, bars, organic markets and shops around the area.   
Praia da Joaquina (Joaquina Beach): It is one of the beaches with best tourist 
facilities. There are toilets, lifeguards, police station, handicraft shop, bars, 
restaurants and hotels. It is possible to enjoy the most famous dunes in the 
South of the country and go sand boarding.  
Barra da Lagoa: it is a fishermen village, but its physical characteristics make it 
the perfect place to learn how to surf. It is the Southern headquarters of 
Projeto TAMAR (Save the Turtles) is located there. During June, July and August, 
penguins swim into the canal and near the beach of Barra da Lagoa. 
Further information: Outdoor sports, including diving, hang gliding, rowing, 
paragliding, mountain biking, and surfing, are popular on the island, which is 
connected to the Continent by three bridges, being Hercílio Luz Bridge the 
symbol of the island and it is close to traffic. You can get to the city by airplane 
or bus. 
  
Adapted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florian%C3%B3polis#Tourism_and_lifestyle  
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FORTALEZA 
If you like beautiful beaches and are interested in the Northeast culture, 
Fortaleza is your destination. It is the capital city of Ceará and the second most 
desired destination in Brazil. Fortaleza is rich in culture, history and nature.  
Some of the most popular places to visit include: 
Cocó Park: It is considered one of the largest urban parks in Latin America and 
it is part of the seven environmental conservation units. There are guides, 
ecological trails and ecotourism activities.  
Ceará Museum: If you are interested in history, paleontology, archeology, 
indigenous anthropology, and religiosity, you must pay a visit to this place.  
Dragão do Mar Center of Art and Culture: it is the main cultural space of 
Fortaleza where you can find the Ceará Museum of Culture, the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Ceará, theaters, a planetarium, cinemas, shops and 
spaces for public presentations, Governador Menezes Pimentel Public Library, 
among others. 
Further information: Fortaleza is packed with beautiful beaches surrounded 
by restaurants, music clubs, and bars. The gastronomy of the city is very close 
to the typical Northeastern cuisine, and tourists enjoy trying baião de dois, 
tapioca and seafood. You can get to the city by bus or airplane. 
 
Adapted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortaleza#Tourism  

 
 
MANAUS 
If you enjoy the mix between natural environment, local culture, and 
modernization, Manaus is your next destination. It is the capital city of 
Amazonas and it is located in the middle of the Amazon rainforest. The access 
to the city is primarily by boat or airplane. The rivers, the jungle lodges and the 
river cruises are part of its touristic activities. 
The most popular places to visit include parks, such as Mindú Park, Bilhares 
Park, Castanheiras Pied Tamarin Wildlife Refuge (created to protect a 
population of endangered pied tamarins), and Adolfo Ducke Forest Reserve, 
to name a few. 
You can also visit Mercado Adolpho Lisboa, founded in 1882. It is the city’s 
oldest marketplace and there you can buy typical products and handicraft. 
Other historical sites include the customs building (of mixed styles and 
medieval inspiration), Rio Negro Palace cultural center, the Justice Palace, 
and the Amazonas Opera House, famous for its beauty. It is the house of 
varied concerts and plays. 
Further information: Manaus is also known for the Meeting of the Waters, 
where the black waters of Negro River meet the brown waters of Solimoes 
River. Visitors can explore river banks and igarapes, swim and go canoeing in 
placid lakes, simply walk in the lush forest or stay at hotels in the jungle. Its 
cuisine includes typical food, such as tacacá, açaí, cupuaçu, and tambaqui. 
 
Adapted from:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manaus 
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PETRÓPOLIS 
If you enjoy history and the mountains, Petrópolis is your dream destination. 
Named after Pedro II, the last Emperor of Brazil, who is entombed there at the 
Cathedral of São Pedro de Alcântara, Petrópolis was the summer residence 
was the summer residence of the Brazilian Emperors and aristocrats in the 
19th century. Besides German and Portuguese architecture, tourists can see 
the beauty of the historical sites, such as: 
The Imperial Museum of Brazil: It was the summer house of the Imperial 
Family during the 19th century and where Princess Isabel signed the Aurea 
Law in 1888. Nowadays, tourists can have a guided tour through the rooms 
and watch the sound and light show that tells part of the Brazilian history; 
Santos-Dumont’s house (The Enchanted House): Designed by Alberto 
Santos-Dumont, the house has peculiar characteristics and some of the his 
inventions, such as the hot water shower (the only one in Brazil at that time); 
Cathedral of São Pedro de Alcântara: One of the most important symbols of 
the city and the resting place of the last Emperor of Brazil, Pedro II, and his 
family.  
Further information: More than touristic spots, Petrópolis houses several 
festivals of the different cultures that participated in the formation of the city’s 
identity. For instance, the city holds Bauernfest, the second largest festival of 
German culture in Brazil; Serra Serata, in honor of Italian immigration; and 
Bunka-Sai, a celebration of Japanese culture. It is very close to the capital city, 
Rio de Janeiro from where you can get to Petrópolis by bus. 
 
Adapted from: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petr%C3%B3polis#Tourism and 
http://mapadecultura.rj.gov.br/headline/santos-dumont-house-and-museum  
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